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Striving for the impossible? Policing and Territoriality in the war on terror 

By Stig Jarle Hansen, PhD.1 

Policing in post-conflict societies has been a key theme in many of the interventions that has taken 

place over the last 16 years. This paper argues that analytical shortcomings have hampered our 

understanding of the failures in many of these operations. While there have been a discussion of a 

threshold of violence where policing changes meaning, the limitations imposed by the limits of 

state territorial control, and the discussion over types of state control have not adequately been 

discussed. The paper introduces the model of Hansen over violent jihadist territoriality and 

expands it into the thinking over how to handle policing nuancing the types of territorial control 

by the state that the police will face, and arguing that this should influence the  configuration of 

the program one choose to do police reform or employing community policing. 

Policing have over the last 15 years been an integral part of the activities of foreign actors in a 

variety of new settings. In Afghanistan, the construction of police forces was for example an active 

strategy to build up local security that was to enable the western contingents to leave.2  In Somalia, 

policing was seen as a key element in building the new Somali state. UNDP Somalia’s rule of law 

program also attempted to build up partnerships between the wider communities.3 In Mali the EU 

civilian mission in Mali or EUCAP MALI, was launched in January 2015 with a two-year mandate 

tasked with amongst other things improving the operational efficiency of the national police.4   

The results of these operations were mixed at best.5 In Iraq, the development of a federal 

police system, as well as local provincial police forces under the control of local governors was in 

1 This lecture was produced as a part of the ICT4COP project “Community-Based Policing and Post-Conflict Police Reform” A Horizon 2020 
Research and Innovation Project, and presented in a workshop at Harvard 12 January 2017. Thanks to Ingrid Nyborg for comments on the early 
drafts. I would also like to thank the EUs ICT4COP program for funding. 
2 Alice hills, 98; Alice Hills (2014):» Somalia works: Police development as state building” African Affairs , 113 (450) 
3Johanna wright and Stig Jarle Hansen (2016)  An Overview of Trafficking in Persons (TiP) and Smuggling of Migrants (SoM) in Somalia and the 
Capacity of Criminal Justice Actors to Respond, UNODC report 
4 David Law (2015):»The Malian crisis, the stumbling stabilization effort», security sector reform, resource center 
5 For problems within the police operations see Stig Jarle Hansen (2013), Al Shabaab in Somalia, Hurst: London; Stig Jarle Hansen(2008)” Modern 
Piracy as a Subject of Academic Enquiry”, e-ir 19 December; Danny Singh (2014) “Corruption and clientelism in the lower levels of the Afghan 
police”, Conflict, Security & Development, 14 (5);David Law (2016), “The Malian Crisis: Thinking More Broadly about the Security Sector 
Agenda”, Part III,  in a three-part blog contribution, Security Sector Reform Resource center, https://www.ssrresourcecentre.org/2016/11/10/the-
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the initial phases of high priority.6 However, while the Iraq the police originally was trained for a 

community-policing role, with light side arms, and light vehicles, the general lack of security led 

to them facing insurgents, and they suffered heavy losses in 2004-2006.7 Subsequently, heavier 

police commando units were created after the model of American Swat forces, with more emphasis 

on combat operations, but failed in achieving trust from the community.8 In Southern Somalia, a 

similar problem occurred when the Somali government and the UNDP planned to create rural 

police forces, they were found to be too lightly armed to be able to survive.9   In Mali, the police 

mission was skeptical to expand into the northern countryside, amongst other factors because the 

area was seen as to insecure for policing.10 

The above examples serves as an excellent illustration of Allice Hills idea of threshold of 

violence determining police structures. She argues that when a certain level of violence is reached, 

normal policing is not possible. What you then get is a police force that is a part of a military 

counter insurgency force, a paramilitary force commanded by the state with little contact with the 

local communities.11   

However, while the security situation and levels of violence should influence the 

organization of the police forces, so should the extent of parallel actors doing policing. As reported 

by Matthew Schwartz, newly created or adapted police forces in many places also have to face 

other networks that de-facto did policing, as clan, family networks, and tribes.12  Lisa Denney 

correctly suggest that this for example have to influence thinking on community policing. Denny 

sees these operations as varying according to state involvement. She groups the operations from 

cases where no state entities are involved, to a situation where both state and non-state entities are 

involved, to a situation where the state is clearly in the lead and dominating.13 In some settings, 

military forces might be a part of this police network, as expressed by Hills, standing British 
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military doctrine for peace support operations for example defines the re-establishment of law and 

order. 14 In some settings, a central state leadership even accept ruling with agents of different 

kinds, tribes, militias, private military corporations and even criminal networks.15   

Supporters and facilitators of Security sector and police reform tend to expect a typical 

configuration of a State, often reassembling the structures found in states as for example the United 

States, France, and China. We expect formal bureaucracies, where responsibility sectors usually is 

clearly located in the organizational hierarchy.  That also means that we expect to find state actors 

supporting security sector reform that reassembles our own. It is often forgotten that these type of 

states and state institutions are a rather new invention, with China for example having large 

problems with disciplining and controlling its own institutions as late as the 1980s.16 

Reestablishing police services in post-conflict situations means that you have to deal with a state 

that at times do not reassemble the standard expectation of what a state is today. In some states the 

elite establishes a neo patrimonial system to stay in power, not necessarily to create state 

institutions, at times just to further their own interests, with little care for the general population.17  

In some cases, criminal groups might even be a part of this system of governance.18 Cases where 

the leadership of a state is predatory, and where governance functions is delegated to non-state 

actors, sometimes to criminal groups, also present a challenge to police reform and police support 

programs. 

At times, the state might retract it-self completely from parts of a country.  While such 

retraction can save money that can increase the profit for a ruling elite, it can also be a way of 

saving money because of restricted resources, saving lives, or gaining political support. It should 

not be forgotten that the west also employs similar strategies. In Iraq, the withdrawal of the forces 

of occupation (according to the Geneva conventions responsible for upholding las and order), was 
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a product of American strategy in the period 2003-2006.19  Some regions could also simply be 

harder to control for a government. Even if the State is rich, peripheral areas of a state can be very 

weakly controlled because of geographical features that can make policing costly. A rich country 

like Norway is for example unable to properly investigate illegal fishing around its Bovet Island 

in the South Atlantic, despite the belief amongst experts that this type of crime is extensive in the 

area. 20 Norway has simply chosen to retract from the area, save infrequent visits (less than once a 

second year), by its navy. In the Malian case, the Mali-Algerian border, with little people living in 

the border areas, generating little income, but still with a waste area that should be policed, and 

with a lot of crime going on.21  Yet de-facto control of these areas are sporadic and not efficient. 

Moreover, the income needed for more control is at times not there, at times too large for a state 

to prioritize.  

 The existing literature seem to indicate that policing have to adjust to different types local 

conditions, and that the involvement of criminal groups in the government, a weak state presence 

and other alternative actors doing policing do matter for policing and police reform, However, this 

knowledge is not systematized. Without such systematization, ideas of ‘one size fits all’ still hold 

a dominating position  This paper attempts to argue that policing need to be adjusted to the situation 

on the ground, and the relationship between the government and their territorial control, regardless 

if the latter is based on the will to control, or the lack of ability to control. It does so by taking 

Hansen’s four ideal types over territorial control for violent jihadist groups as a point of departure, 

modifying it to deal with the challenge of policing. 

 

 

 

Introducing territoriality 

How can one systematize thinking around what kind of presence the government wields in new 

areas where police forces are to be deployed?  A suitable model have to take into account the 

practical effects of government withdrawal, if this is the case. Such withdrawal can be voluntary, 
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and one can actually be in a situation where a central government or an occupying force have 

control if it chooses to, where it cannot be beaten in open battles, but choose to restrict its presence.  

In some cases, the government might even face an enclave with an ‘anti-state’ and organization 

that protest the government is right to rule, have established control and produces governance.22 

A suitable model also have to take into consideration that the government might delegate 

responsibility to criminal groups to handle issues of governance, or be integrated into the elite on 

the top of the state. 

 Hansen (2018) studies a form of violent actors, violent jihadist organizations, and 

religiously inspired organizations using violence to achieve their targets.23 While these actors are 

different from internationally recognized states, Hansen’s model focuses on the relationship 

between these organizations and territorial control. Ultimately, the level of security the regime can 

implement in the territories that is under their theoretical jurisdiction influences such territorial 

control. It is also influenced by the needs of the government use of non-government agents in their 

attempts to do governance, and the type of agents they use. These factors might similarly influence 

policing, changing the context of the police operation from a situation where the security situation 

is good and the police deals with familiar institutions within a state structure, to a situation where 

the government either/or is too weak to absent to provide security, and relies on even criminal 

groups as agents doing governance. This paper argues that the latter situations require different 

strategies than the first mentioned situation. 

Hansen bases his model on four ideal types of relationship between the violent jihadist 

organization and the territory it operates inn. In the first scenario, the state allows a such 

organization to operate, in many cases use it for governance purposes. The regional government 

in the Borno province for example used Boko Haram as Stormtroopers during the elections, while 

al Qaeda served as trainers for militant groups supported by Sudan during their Sudan years.24 In 

one sense, this scenario mirrors a scenario where a new police force have to face criminal forces 

integrated with the state it is supposed to serve. In order to draw out the implications for policing, 
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the focus in the scenario have to be slightly modified to a scenario where criminal actors, are doing 

governance functions, and where crime and the state is integrated. The government in question 

will employ criminal groups, and the governments will to draw upon these groups, and act in a 

symbiotic relationship with them.  This is a state where crime has been integrated into the 

government structure, and government leaders might be directly involved in crime. Its acceptance 

by the elite makes policing extremely difficult, not to dissimilar with the state of Chicago in the 

1930.25  In Kenya in 2007, several youth gangs, including the infamous Mungiki, but also the less 

known Taliban, were used by politicians, in the struggle leading up to the elections.26  In his classic 

book on Warlordism, William Reno sketches out how patrimonialism networks branched into 

criminal networks in West Africa of the 1990s.27 In these cases, criminal actors might actually do 

police work, being asked by the local community to curtail for example other criminals. In this 

sense, this state.  In order to adapt the scenario here, we might refer to it as the crime/state 

governance assemblage scenario. 

 A second Scenario in Hansen’s models focuses on the situation policing in general faces 

in Europe, North America, Oceania and North east Asia, where the state in general do control 

violence, and does so through its security institutions, including police structures. The violent 

jihadists here exists as clandestine networks, afraid of being investigated, focusing on 

organizational security. Yet, it is the essence of this scenario that is interesting for this article. The 

states’ institutions dominate the provision of law and order; this is the ideal type of the ‘modern 

state’, and the goal that many police reforms and many new police forces attempt to achieve.28 In 

order to capture the essence of this situation we might refer to it as the ‘state control’ scenario. 

Importantly, it often seem to be a type of end target for many police reforms, but still have its 

problems. 

 Hansen introduces a third scenario, what he calls ‘semi territoriality’ where a state de-facto 

has yielded control by retracting it-self. The state, or an international occupying force, focuses on 

security concerns for its troops, sheltering them in bases. Save the odd government campaign, 

there is little, if any presence by the state at local level. A Yemeni friend of the writer in one sense 
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perfectly described this scenario, commenting on Yemen claiming, “Yemen is a post office in 

Sanaa [the capital of Yemen] where I get my passport when I travel abroad, otherwise I don’t see 

‘Yemen’ anywhere.29 In the original scenario, violent jihadist organizations where allowed 

advantages, as the locals had to relate to them. The violent jihadists would come back when the 

government pulled back their forces after their odd campaigns. Government campaigns would 

function like a child squeezing a balloon without ripping it, if you squeeze the insurgents one place, 

they will flow into another sparsely controlled area, then come back when the government had left. 

Locals would be aware of this, to paraphrase an American horror movie, “Sometimes they come 

back”.30 This would mean that locals would have to adjust to the violent jihadist groups. To a 

certain extent, this could be transferred to go for criminal groups as well. In fact, the state of semi 

territoriality means that locals have to adjust to a living with other armed groups than the ones 

loyal to the state. Security, indeed justice provision, is for periods dependent on armed groups in 

opposition to the state, or criminal gangs/networks. These criminal networks or armed groups will 

operate relatively freely in the Semi-territorial scenario.  

A such situation would lead to forms of hedging techniques on behalf of the locals. Actors 

with power, including both criminal and insurgent groups have to be accommodated if the locals 

want to stay safe. There are many strategies to do this, locals might integrate into groups, try to 

get their sons or daughters to participate in group activities, even to gain leadership positions. Both 

supplying recruits for armed militias, or to supply brides in Marriage might be ways of doing this. 

Other ways of doing this is to pay protection money (tax). Local support for state institutions have 

to be weakly manifested, the state will not have a strong enough presence to protect the loyalist, 

which would be at the mercy of hostile armed groups. Indeed, this happened in Iraq during the first 

part of the Insurgency, where tribal allies of the occupation forces where left too themselves.31  In 

large the Somali examples illustrates a similar point, where clans had to relate to the Shabaab in 

order to survive, there where little help forthcoming from the government, or the forces of the 

African Union, to support locally.32 

 Returning to Hansen’s ideal types, a last scenario actually describes a case where the 

violent jihadist organization is setting up institutions of governance in an area that is under their 
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relatively permanent territorial control.  In one sense, a such are is an enclave of ’anti State’ in an 

already existing de-jure states territory.  In a such scenario, and organization hostile to the state 

will do governance, often including police services.  For the purpose of this article, on might 

expand it, from including a violent jihadist organization, to including any type of 

insurgency/cessation organization controlling territory on a more permanent basis, an example 

being Somaliland in Somalia, or even Ossetia or the trans-Dniester republic in Moldovia.33 

 We now have four ideal types based on Hansen (2018), but slightly altered for studying 

police operations. To sum the ideal types up, under some circumstances newly created police 

forces will face State/crime assemblage scenario , where crime and state will be intertwined, and 

where criminal groups actually have been used for governance purposes. However, under other 

circumstances a newly created police force might face a state where parallel state institutions are 

managing to uphold a monopoly of violence, in other words a scenario that reminds of the typical 

state of things in North America, North Asia and Europe, that can be named the ‘state controlled 

’ scenario. A scenario where you have areas where you have state institutions who have the power 

to define police reform structures do to their position in the international aid and security 

landscape.  A third scenario is very different from the aforementioned scenario, in the latter case 

the state has withdrawn from the day to day dealings in a region, although entering into it in on an 

irregular basis, and wielding superior forces when doing so.  Following Hansen’s original model, 

we might name this scenario, the semi territorial scenario. 

  The last scenario is a scenario where the state have fully given up control over an area. In 

this area, an alternative structure is doing governance, and the state fully lacks reach, in fact, it is 

in many ways irrelevant. For the purpose of this article, such scenario might be named the enclave 

scenario. In the original model, Hansen stresses that several of these scenarios can co-exist within 

a state. In some cases, a part of the de jure state can have a common state scenario in the capital 

city, but have an enclave inside its de-jure territories, as well as lacking a permanent presence in 

other areas, and working in league with criminal networks in other regions. As will be shown, 

these scenarios demand different structures for efficient solutions to policing. The model can say 

something about the conditions in which police operates under, and its variations, and perhaps 

clearer underline the variations in what is needed to police in various areas.  
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The State/crime assemblage scenario 

When doing research in Kenya for the EU, financed Horizon 2020 policing project, one of the 

criticism coming from several of the interviews was aimed at the United Nations UNODC and 

UNDP programs was that they were policy blind.34 The political strata was seen to be unwilling 

to discard criminal practices and criminal connections, leaving police reform as an exercise in 

fulfilling checkpoints. The NGOs underlined that ability to handle crime becomes less important 

if you lack the will, partly because of involvement of elites in criminal activities. In one, sense the 

comments points to one of the essential features of this scenario, the lack of will to handle criminal 

networks, despite having resources to do so.35  Police reform quickly becomes just an exercise in 

theoretical benchmarks, where material capacity building not necessarily transform into better 

policing. For organizations attempting to follow a list of benchmarks without understanding the 

situation. Attempts to use a standard set of strategies employed in Europe, North Asia, Oceania or 

North America, might be counterproductive, even dangerous to policing as the institutions and 

structures you are dealing with are so different.   

To venture into a state-to-state-bilateral support program, or indeed a united 

nations/regional organization to state program becomes a dangerous step, checks and balances 

becomes essential.  To read and understand the local situation, including the links between the 

police and the criminal networks, to have a broad dialogue locally becomes essential. Key allies 

in police reform, acting as a check  the police forces performance,  could be human rights 

organizations that manages to show integrity in relations to the actions of the state or affiliated 

criminal groups, state institutions that are more ‘clean’.  Religious leaders with integrity could also 

be allies, as can journalists. In a such situation it has to be remembered that the institutions that 

can do checks and balance in relations to the police could be in danger of facing violence from the 

police or allied gangs. It should however also be remembered that international pressure and 

international exposure might give some protection to such institutions. Information triangulation 

becomes very important. In other to achieve all of this, it also becomes necessary to have a 

permanent and robust presence on the ground for international NGOs.   
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If checks and balance fails to be implemented, international engagement might actually aid 

the buildup of criminal groups. Similarly, ethical training of new police officers, and the 

construction of new model units, consisting of members that are relatively new and not yet 

entrenched in an organizational culture that condones interaction with criminal groups. The 

political elite and their criminal networks have to be watched as well and in some cases, political 

reform or change is needed for an efficient police reform.  These situations have scared away 

international donors in the past, political change is sensitive, and material support for the police 

forces can disappear in corruption or end up with criminal groups.36 The trust between the police 

forces and the society is on a minimum. The communities are often scared by the police, and fail 

to trust police integrity. 

 A paradox in this situation is that a general increase in police payment might alleviate some 

of the problems facing the police forces, as policemen becomes less dependent on criminal 

activities for income generation. While this scenario is challenging, a correct approach, that 

included focus on political reform, checks and balance on the police forces, and with emphasis on 

understanding local conditions, might actually enhance the probabilities for success. Most 

importantly, international police reformers must understand that they are in such environment to 

take countermeasures. 

 

 

 

The state controlled scenario 

The common state scenario is perhaps the scenario where police reform and the restructuring of 

the police is the easiest. A state is existing, or in some cases, the remains of a former state structure 

is so intact that it is easy to build upon it, or an occupying power or coalition wield trough control, 

and can create a point of departure, sometimes through its own police forces, for the creation of a 

new police forces with a full reach. A more common approach focusing on the state as the security 

provider, as it was conducted in Bosnia, might serve well in such a scenario.37  There will be fall 

traps, as local authoritarian traditions that can create human rights violations, as well as a lack of 

contact between the police and the local communities. However, many of the experiences of 
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common donors will be highly relevant, as the scenario reassembles police reform work in Europe, 

North-East Asia, Oceania and North America, where most donors indeed come from. This is 

largely more close to, the one-size fits all approach that several governments have promoted. Deep 

experiences from donor countries and their recent attempts on police reform can be employed.38 

Checks and balances do matter, and efforts to improve transparency inside the police force, efforts 

to improve community interaction do still matter, but if one get acceptance for these ideas at a 

higher more central level, they become easier to implement, as the police force is separate from 

criminal networks and actually have the capacity to implement these steps. Under these conditions, 

material capacity building becomes more valuable, as the new capacity is less likely to trickle 

down to criminal actors.  

 Authoritarianism, and authoritarian traits, and these have to be checked on. Although this 

type of scenario is common in the west, western examples also illustrates that this scenario is far 

from a perfect end state. Trust between the police and communities for example becomes very 

important, to ensure proper communication and that communities in general feel protected.39 In 

the past, the lack of such communication, in many cases created by the lack of trust, have hampered 

police work, also in Europe and United States.40 Local understanding is in this sense important.  

Yet the pressing need to map large-scale connections and overlaps between the police and crime 

groups are not there. Top down reforms becomes easier to implement as the hierarchy can 

implement such reform. In fact, centralized police reform becomes easier to implement as the 

monopoly of violence is more centralized. 
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The Semi-territorial scenario. 

In parts of Somalia, like the rural areas in the Bay-Bakool area, or in central Mudug, or in southern 

Algeria, it is simply hard to spot any state institutions, the state, let alone police forces, are simply 

not present, save the odd military campaign or patrols.  In this scenario centralized police reforms 

if not including the building up of a real presence rurally. For locals the police either do not exist 

or exists on an ad hoc basis.  

 Some local entities, as clans or tries, might provide some police functions. Tribal or clan 

justice mechanisms might be in operation. However, several of these mechanisms might have 

serious drawbacks when it comes to gender issues and human rights. Local powerholders, as 

insurgents becomes important providers of security, either by attempting to create some form of 

security services for locals, or through becoming the producers of insecurity that locals have to 

envisage strategies in order to appease. Such strategies can, as earlier mentioned, include 

appeasement through providing recruits to insurgent outfits, providing them tax, or providing them 

with wives. Forced recruitment and marriage might take place as well. This mean that any police 

reform will face a set of challenges, the first and foremost is of course the lack of will and capacity 

to establish the state, including the police in these areas. In some cases, it might not be cost efficient 

for the state to deploy in the areas. In other cases, it might be cost effective in the long term, for 

example denying guerilla movements the ground, so the state will need convincing before 

deploying resources. When the state build up a presence, it cannot be done piecemeal since 

insurgents and local power holders would have the power to fight of small police forces. In 

Somalia, for example the idea of three to five person police forces in the countryside had to be 

abandoned because of fears that Shabaab units would crush the Somali police. In Iraq, lightly 

armed community police units faced the same problems.41 Police forces in the initial stage have to 

be equipped to defend them-selves from heavy attacks, hampering their investigative efforts. 

Police forces have to look more like heavy armed militias in order to survive.  

 Yet community contacts becomes important. Local communities will most likely face sever 

deprecations if seen supporting new police forces before a secure environment is created, and 

hostility from the local communities, and sever reprisals against ethnic groups supporting the 

police becomes likely. Steps to protect local allies have to be protected, and possible military units 
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might be involved in creating a security environment more conductive to normal policing. 

Standardized police programs based one experiences and techniques from Europe, north Asia, 

North America and Oceania is less suited for this type of police reform, counter insurgency 

techniques focusing on protecting the local populations and the security forces have to be given 

primacy. Police units, also community police, have to be heavily coordinated with other security 

forces, in order to receive quick reinforcements if needed, and have to have quite heavy armaments. 

 Local allies, if supported and provided with ample security, can be valuable allies in 

upholding justice. Local clan mechanisms for example can be used to relieve the police of duties 

and to act as force multipliers. This requires several conditions however. One is that human rights 

shortcomings, for example in the form of discrimination against females or ethnic minorities, are 

continuously addressed through dialogue. Local allies also often need in defending them-selves 

and their institutions against insurgents and criminal groups; if this is not forthcoming, they might 

disappear.  

In such areas, creating a secure environment conducive to policing should have a priority, 

thus security should be given priority over normal police duties. The scenario is simply not fit for 

‘ordinary’ police forces, and this have to be taken into accounts when designing police forces for 

regions reassembling the traits of this scenario. Yet, to have law and order, and the sense of 

ordinary justice for the local population in such zones become essential, violent organizations as 

the Shabaab, the Lord’s Resistance Army, the Allied Democratic Forces, have used such zones for 

survival, and have staged large attacks out of them.42 Semi-territoriality policing is needed but 

have to be of the right type, in many cases closer to a counter insurgency campaign in nature. 

 

 

 

The enclave scenario 

The enclave scenario also brings large dilemmas to police reform; some of it is of the political 

type. In Some cases, as in the Islamic State governed parts of Iraq and Syria, the local powerholder 

might provide forms of justice and police services, but will transgress human rights norms and 
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have aggressive goals, in the case of the Islamic State of world domination nothing less.43 In such 

cases, an engagement in building up police forces or reforming police reform will be seriously 

hampered by hostility from potential donors. In some cases, the survival of the enclave could be 

in doubt, but in other cases, the enclave could be quite stable. Local actors that are not accepted 

by a majority of international states can nevertheless provide police services to the local 

population, and in some cases, they could be very good at it.  At times, the target for the bodies 

governing these enclaves is to take over the state, in some cases it could be cessation or larger 

autonomy.  

 The dilemmas again becomes political, is it state-building or the provision of police 

services that should be the priority, in some cases the enclave might have a better system for 

provision of police services than the state it nominally is a part of. A secondary question becomes 

if the enclave could be a part of the state-building efforts. Interfering with these questions is of 

course power relations within international relations, and which powers supports the enclave, 

which powers that support the states leadership. International politics will thus limit the 

possibilities for international engagement. However, it should be noted that engagement with 

enclaves might be highly useful. In Somaliland in Somalia, the police force have since 1998 been 

on average much more efficient than the police force that at various occasions have been built up 

in its capital in Mogadishu. In the Kurdish self-governed areas, and in the case of pre-independence 

Kosovo, the west choose to go inn and back police reform, in the first case as a part of a more 

federal arrangement, but also as an acceptance that the lack of trust in Iraq made national policing 

in the Kurdish areas impossible. In the second case, the purpose was to build up a new state. 

However, in Somalia, one also choose to engage Somaliland, despite the second entity lacking 

backing for independence.44 The Federal system in Somalia was indeed to a certain extent based 

on enclave thinking, as the central government lacked the trust necessary to do large scale policing 

in regional entities as the juba state and Puntland. The solution were in creating both local police 

handled by the enclave, and a federal police structures handling border patrols and investigations 
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in the capital, while including weak mechanisms of centralization in the process. These 

mechanisms included common training sessions, and common uniforms etc.45 

 When dealing with an enclave that is not aggressive and avoids substantial human rights 

violations, thus the question easily turns political. Should human security and the service provision 

given to locals count more than vague dreams of future centralization and central state building? 

Can federalization be a tool to make police reform acceptable to international actors? Will police 

reform inside the enclave really undermine state building, as the central state lacks presence in the 

enclave anyway? If the political issues are overcome, the police reform efforts might reassemble 

the second scenario. Moreover, as illustrated in the above discussions, there are possible 

mechanisms, as common training, common uniforms etc, that actually can promote the integration 

of the police forces from the enclave into a larger police force. 

 

 

 

Conclusions. 

It is easy to develop general practices for police reform, which is seen as globally valid. However, 

the research literature rightly suggest that local conditions have to be taken into consideration when 

designing a police reform program. It has to be open for a variety of intentions of the local elite; it 

has to be able to handle the level of violence taking place locally. Today, police forces in 

peacekeeping missions have a considerable training before they go into deployment, and UN 

organizations have developed common training programs.46 The Standardized Generic Training 

Modules (SGTMs), the Core Pre-deployment Training Materials (CPTM) and the Specialized 

Training Materials (STMs) have for example  developed by the United Nations. Although these 

programs are designed for peacekeeping, and not for police reform, and therefore have an 

operational focus, they illustrate a lack of local adaptation. 

A typology as presented here can help police experts go beyond these standardized 

curriculums, and understand that variations in context will have to influence both the structure of 

a police reform or new institutions. The typology will enable individuals in the field to 
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systematically think about variables that influence structure and training. The ideal type scenarios 

will hopefully also serve as a point of departure for future discussions that might refine them. 
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Kenya, it can be said, is of high importance for the European Union in that it of-
fers at least some stability in an unstable region that hosts al Qaeda affiliates, 

the Islamic State and the Shabaab as well as hosts regional criminal networks 
that affect the region and Europe through both human and narcotics smuggling.

 Kenyan strategies created to fight crime is thus of uttermost importance for 
decision-makers and crime fighting institutions locally, regionally and in Eu-

rope; wrong policies might, for example, ease access of drugs within the EU. 
Moreover, anti-radicalization work, often sensitive 

because of accusations that it targets and alienates Kenya’s 
Muslim population, thus creating distrust, but also general 
human rights grievances regarding alleged human rights vi-
olations of the Kenyan police forces, also spurred activities. 

These anti-radicalization and human rights activities led 
to interaction between NGOs and the police in the form 
of stakeholders’ meetings where various governmental 
and non-governmental institutions meet with the aim of 
cooperating to strengthen de-radicalization efforts and 
enhance the human rights consciousness of the Kenyan 
police. Very often, it was the NGOs that took the initiative 
to such meetings, often involving larger and often human 
rights-focused organizations such as Haki Africa, Informed 
Action, and Muhuri. However, this form of interaction has 
its drawbacks. In many ways, it is ad-hoc and the relation-
ship between, for example, Haki and the government has 
at times been strained. Haki had, for example, their bank 
accounts frozen by Kenyan authorities in 2015, and many 
of NGOs have complained about police behavior, including 
arrests of NGO activists.

A last important structure is the so-called Njumba Kumi 
system, where locals take responsibility for some police 
services and for liaising with the police. The name itself 
means “ten households” in Swahili, reflecting the original 
idea that a Njumba Kumi representative should be appoint-
ed amongst groups of ten households. Njumba Kumi is a 
part of the security structure at a much lower level than the 
County Security Committee, and is nominally under the so-
called sub-location security committee. 

The Kenyan case also gives important lessons for other 
cases where there is distrust between the police and 

the wider community. It illustrates mechanisms causing 
distrust, and gives us lessons of how potential strategies to 
counter such distrust might work or not work. 

Although Kenya has had its successes in law enforce-
ment, for example curtailing Shabaab recruitment and 
terrorism, the country has so far been more successful in 
deploying one type of tools, prosecution and government 
surveillance, while another set of tools, softer measures 
such as prevention in cooperation with the wider society, 
have been more troublesome.  

Trust & Community-Policing Strategies
Yet, as highlighted by the 2016 Kenyan National Strategy 

for Countering Violent Extremism, interaction with the 
wider community is essential for policing to be successful. 
The Kenyan authorities have defined community polic-
ing “as an approach to policing that recognizes the inde-
pendence and shared responsibility of the Police and the 
Community in ensuring a safe and secure environment for 
all citizens”. According to the Kenyan Police homepage, 
it aims at “establishing an active and equal partnership 
between the Police and the public through which crime 
and community safety issues can jointly be discussed and 
solutions determined and implemented”. 

Following this definition community policing can be a 
tool to build up the capacity for police-community interac-
tion, as community policing in theory enhances the contact 
between the police services and the wider community. 
Indeed, Kenya has taken several steps in this direction.

“Community policing can be a tool to build 
up the capacity for police-community 

relations

Devolution in Kenya, the process of dispersing political 
power and economic resources from the center in Nairobi 
to the grassroots and the periphery, started with the new 
constitution in 2010 and was intended to bring institutions 
closer to the people, and giving local communities more 
influence over policing and police institutions. 

So-called County Policing Authorities (CPAs) were cre-
ated by the National Police Service Act of 2011 and became 
part of the devolved structures of policing. Their intention 
was to act as an important interface between counties, 
communities and the National Police Service. The local 
governor was to act as a chairperson, but also have local 
community representatives. The CPAs were to feed directly 
into the County Security Committees. 

Lack of Trust
The lack of trust creates problems for the functioning of 
several of the above strategies. In the case of the Njumba 
Kumi, several respondents in Nairobi reported that the 
similarities between the Njumba Kumi and several previous 
groups organized for political purposes scared the locals 
away from the institution, and that several community 
members saw the Njumba Kumi as a form of spying. 

Activists from the North East would highlight that they 
were afraid that both the county policing authorities and 
entities lower in the hierarchy would be hijacked by tribal 
entities taking advantage of them to settle local scores. 
Somali traditional leaders from Garrisa and Mara village el-
ders from Mara also maintained that the confidence level in 
the police was so low that they rather use traditional struc-
tures connected to the tribal-clan system to solve crimes. 
Masai herders in Mara made the same conclusions. 

The same was highlighted by sheiks with a mosque in 
Eastleight:
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“Kenyan police, sometimes they target the real criminal, 
sometimes they arrest the innocent. Trust is thus difficult, [there 
are] two things that we want to point out, the police need to 
respect the right of the civilian, and they should pay the police 
well”.

Trust-building initiatives are thus needed for the com-
munity police structures to function, a wider interaction 
in other fora, also at an ad hoc-basis, for example through 
radio shows (that also have the potential to reach a nomadic 
population and illiterates), media events etc.

Who’s the Community? 
The second problem is who decides who are supposed to 
be ‘the community’. The devolved security structures and 
the Njumba Kumi system are all vulnerable to hijacking by 
local patronage networks. 

The designation mechanisms of community representa-
tives in the CPA, and similar levels lower in the hierarchy, 
are not clear, and there is a considerable risk that strong-
men can designate ‘their own’ community leaders, or that 
county governors can dominate this process. As expressed 
by an activist in a Kenyan NGO:

“Some took advantages; bribery, collecting money from the 
people, sometimes it [Njumba Kumi] was used to settling per-
sonal vendettas”.

Another risk is that poorer strata in the Kenyan society of-
ten lack representation. Kenyan elites more often have the 
time and resources to participate in NGO work, sometimes 
leaving the voices of marginalized out of relevant meetings. 
Since the exact selection mechanisms are unclear, tension 
might also follow between contesters for positions in the 
committees. 

At the Njumba Kumi level, this risk is less as the Njumba 
Kumi officer is elected, yet local patronage and power struc-
tures can intervene, as indicated by our respondents. Such 
structures, if they are allowed to dominate the selection, 
might alienate the Kenyan population even further from the 
security services. 

In this sense, a checks and balance function between 
higher levels in the hierarchy and lower levels could be 

Lessons Learned
The Kenyan experience provides some lessons for institu-
tional efforts to implement community-policing strategies:
First, a wide and active dialogue is needed to establish 

who ‘the community’ really is. It becomes of uttermost 
importance to have a wide dialogue with different social 
groups to establish who the community is. It is not enough 
to allow self-selected civil society organizations represent 
the community, but a wider mapping of the inhabitants, 
including qualitative interviews, as well as contact with reli-
gious leaders, the business community and local journalists 
is important to understand local dynamics. Minorities have 
to be included. 

A more standardized selection criteria for community 
members in the various committees in the administrational 
hierarchy, including guarantees to ensure representatives 
from low-earning groups as well, and checks and balances 
within the system. The initiators of the dialogue can be 
both government institutions, international organisations, 
and the civil society.
Second, to be trusted by the community, the police has 

to provide services.
The general trust-level is also reduced by an inability of 

the Kenyan police services to provide positive services for 
the locals, such as efficiently helping in case of locals being 
victims of crime. The Kenyan police have had problems 
with corruption, also influenced by their low wages, and 
with lack of capacities. 

These lacks hamper their ability to provide normal law 
enforcement services to the local community.  However, 
the police can go beyond such services to take steps to help 
the community, give teaching sessions in crime prevention 
or traffic rules at school, or other practical tasks, which 
could enhance trust.
Third, trust is a two-way channel, and needed for com-

munity policing.
In order to be trusted, the police have to trust as well. The 

somewhat strained relationship with several NGOs, for 
example Haki, demonstrates that the Kenyan police have 
to be more open with their NGO partners, and ensure that 
their reaction to them is less heavy handed.

Additional trust building efforts have to be a part of the 
strategy to promote efficient community policing struc-
tures, and bring about the benefits of such structures for 
both Kenya and her allies in the struggle for law and order.  
Kenya, and its NGOs, have taken steps in the right direction 
and should proceed further. 

“Poorer strata in Kenya often lack rep-
resentation
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Key Points
Conceptually, the key points from a study in Kenya on the 
establishment of trust-building measures and community 
policing strategies are:

• Engaging representative participants from the 
community is important:

Interest groups and government representatives at times 
attempt to highjack the process. A good practice community 
program allows voices to the silent groups and groups not repre-
sented in more ‘Western type’ civil society groups.

• To be trusted by the community, the police has to 
provide services:

The police need to provide effective services to the community. 
This means sometimes to go beyond their mandate for example 
by helping with other day-to-day problems of the community.

• Trust is a two-way channel, and needed for com-
munity policing:

In Kenya, this means the police needs to become more transpar-
ent with the NGO community and the wider community.
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